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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe spoken document retrieval sys-
tems in Ryukoku University, which were participated in
NTCIR-10 IR for Spoken Documents (“SpokenDoc-2”) task.
In NTCIR-10 “SpokenDoc-2” task, there are two subtasks:
“spoken term detection (STD) subtask” and “ad-hoc spo-
ken content retrieval (SCR) subtask”. We participated in
the SCR subtask as team RYSDT. In this paper, our SCR
systems are described.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search
and Retrieval

Keywords
NTCIR-10, ad-hoc spoken content retrieval

Team Name: [RYSDT]
Subtask/Languages: [Spoken Content Retrieval] / [Japanese]
External Resources Used: N/A

1. INTRODUCTION
With the advance of high-speed networks and mass stor-

age, a great deal of audio contents, such as podcasts, TV
news, home videos, and lecture/presentation videos, can be
easily stored and published. In some universities, lecture
videos are actually published in the open domain through
web pages. Since such audio contents continue to increase,
we need robust methods that can deal with them. Spoken
content retrieval (SCR) and spoken term detection (STD),
which process such huge amounts of spoken data for effi-
cient search and browsing, are promising and are the most
significant tasks of spoken document retrieval.
We have studied both STD [1] and SCR [2] [3] [4]. In

NTCIR-10, Spoken Documents (“SpokenDoc-2”) task is de-
fined, which covers both STD and SCR. In this paper, our
SCR approaches and the results of their applications to
NTCIR-10 task are described. Our team name is RYSDT
in NTCIR-10 SpokenDoc [5].

2. SPOKEN CONTENT RETRIEVAL SYS-
TEMS

Spoken content retrieval (SCR) is a process finding the
spoken document itself or short portions (passages) of spo-
ken document which are relevant to the query. For the

SCR task in NTCIR-10, a search target is Japanese oral
presentations in academic conferences and simulated pre-
sentations. Since each presentation has a longer duration
about 12 minutes to 1 hour, just searching each presenta-
tion is not enough since we cannot access a specific scene
which we want to know even if the suitable presentations
are perfectly retrieved. Therefore, NTCIR-10 SCR defined
not only lecture unit retrieval task, but also passage unit
retrieval task. We tried to search both lecture unit and pas-
sage unit based on an orthodox vector space model (VSM).

2.1 Problem in Vector Space Modeling in
Japanese SCR

For a VSM-based SCR, appropriate indexing is signifi-
cant. Automatic speech recognition (ASR) is performed
to make index terms, which essentially contain ASR er-
rors. Therefore, studies of indexing terms that are robust
to ASR errors are necessary. In Japanese text, no space is
put between words, and word units are ambiguous. Thus,
studies of indexing units are also important. Based on this
background, we have investigated several indexing units in
Japanese SCR [2] including morpheme unit, character n-
gram unit, and phone n-gram unit. We have found that mor-
phemes is suitable for indexing unit and baseforms of nouns
and verbs are suitable for index terms. For the NTCIR-10
SCR subtask in SpokenDoc-10, we applied above described
VSM-based SCR systems.

2.2 Overview of Pseudo Relevance Feedback
and its Problems

In information retrieval (IR), users often cannot get doc-
uments which they want by their original query since the
query does not contain adequate information for their in-
tent. For the problem, in this paper, query expansion (QE)
[6] [7] [8] [9], that is, adding some words to an original query
is investigated. In SCR, IR target is automatic speech recog-
nition (ASR) results which must contain ASR errors. When
a significant word is not recognized correctly in a target doc-
ument, we cannot find the document by an original query
which consists of only the significant word and some trivial
words. QE is promising for such a case.

In a VSM-based IR system, a query is denoted by a vector
whose each element represents a frequency of its correspond-
ing word. In a VSM, a vector qe for an expanded query Qe

is shown in equation (1).

qe = q + αqa (1)

Here, q is a vector for the original query. qe is a vector
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Figure 1: SCR by expanded query based on pseudo relevance
feedback

of the expanded query. qa is a vector consisting of statistics
of new index words to be added. α is a weight. Generally,
α less than one is used. In this study, in order to set all
elements of qe to be integer, QE is performed based on the
equation (2) using positive integer β.

qe = βq + qa (2)

Relevance feedback is one of the most well-known meth-
ods for improving IR accuracy. From IR results obtained by
original query q, users select which documents are relevant
or not, and modify a query vector q to qe. In relevance feed-
back, users must specify the relevant documents, and it takes
much cost. On the other hand, automatic selection of rele-
vant documents for relevance feedback is proposed, namely,
pseudo relevance feedback (PRF)[9][10][11]. The overview
is shown in Fig. 1. In order to obtain relevant documents
automatically, the similarity scores of documents and the
original query are used. Actually, documents which have
higher similarity scores are regarded as relevant documents.
For longer spoken document retrieval tasks such as lec-

ture retrieval task in NTCIR-10 SpokenDoc-2, PRF does
not work well even when relevant documents are correctly
retrieved. Extracting relevant words from longer relevant
documents is quite difficult since a lot of subtopics, which
are not relevant to a given query, are included in a long
relevant document and additional words are extracted from
such irrelevant subtopics. On the other hands, in a short
spoken document retrieval, extracting relevant words from
relevant documents is not difficult but retrieving relevant
documents itself is difficult. Moreover, in the NTCIR-10
passage retrieval task, longer lectures are not segmented to
subtopics. Automatic segmentation to subtopics is difficult.
These facts show that the PRF may not work well for the
task.
Based on the background, we first construct VSM-based

SCR systems and apply orthodox PRF for the NTCIR-10
SCR subtasks; lecture retrieval task and passage retrieval
task and show that the orthodox PRF is not effective espe-
cially for lecture retrieval task. Then, we propose a PRF
method using a special index for extracting relevant words
and show that the method works well.

15utterances

Spoken document

(ASR result of an oral presentation)

15utterances

15utterances

Figure 2: 15-utterances-based unit
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Figure 3: Introduction of an Index for Extracting Relevant
Words in PRF

2.3 Introduction of an Index for Extracting
Relevant Words in PRF

For extracting relevant words in PRF, we propose an in-
trodution of new index which consists of adequate-length
spoken document units. As shown in Figure 3, first pseudo
relevant documents are retrieved with an original query from
the index consisting of adequate length document unit and
QE is performed, and then, final results are retrieved with
the expanded query with an index consists of retrieval unit.

In longer document unit retrieval task, relevant docu-
ments are easily searched but extraction of relevant words
is difficult. On the other hand, in shorter document unit re-
trieval task, relevant documents are not easily searched but
extraction of relevant words is not difficult. The main prob-
lem is what unit length is suitable for PRF. In the NTCIR-
10 subtask, we selected 30, 15, and 10 sequential utterance
units and lecture units as a such kind of passage/document,
from which we extract pseudo relevant documents and rele-
vant words for PRF.

2.4 Integrating Original Query Similarity into
Expanded Query Similarity

Our system have a search strategy that uses both similar-
ity scores between a target document and original/expanded
queries. Specifically, for each document, similarities to origi-
nal/expanded queries are calculated, and the similarities are
integrated for IR.

Here, we describe how to integrate original query simi-
larities into expanded query similarities for SCR. Denoting
original query and expanded query as Q and Qe respec-
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and into expanded query similarity

tively, a similarity between a document Di and Q/Qe are
represented as SIM(Q,Di) and SIM(Qe, Di), respectively.
Integrating an original query similarity SIM(Q,Di) into an
expanded query similarity SIM(Qe, Di) is performed as fol-
lows (log linear interpolation) with interpolation parameter
λ, whose value is between 0.0 and 1.0.

SIM′(Q,Di) = λ · log SIM(Q,Di)

+(1− λ) · log SIM(Qe, Di) (3)

Then, IR is performed based on the integrated similarity
SIM′(Q,Di). The overview is shown in Fig. 4.

2.5 SCR System based on Vector Space Model

2.5.1 Indexing Unit and Terms
In our system, Japanese morpheme is defined as an in-

dexing unit. As for indexing terms, baseforms of verbs and
nouns are suitable for index terms. To extract such indexing
terms from the automatically transcribed lecture texts (ASR
results), we performed morphological analysis with Japanese
morphological analysis system ChaSen Ver2.2.1 with ipadic-
2.4.1. Some character strings are not defined by the ChaSen
and are regarded as unknown words, which are regarded as
noun in this work. Then, only nouns and verbs (baseform)
recognized by the ChaSen are used for index terms.

2.5.2 Retrieving Algorithm
We constructed SCR system based on a VSM and in-

dexing units based on nouns and verbs. In VSM, queries
and documents to be retrieved are represented by vectors
whose elements correspond to each index term frequencies
in each query/document, and vector distance is used as a
query-document similarity score. According to the similar-
ity scores, SCR systems output documents. In this work, as
a similarity measure between vectors SIM(Q,D), SMART[12]
is used. Specifically, a similarity between a given query Q
and a document Di is given by the equation (4).

SMART(Q,Di) =

m∑
k=1

(qtk · di,tk ) (4)

where,

di,tk =


1 + log(tfi,tk)

1 + log(avtf)

(1 - slope) · pivot + slope · utfi
if tk > 0

0 otherwise

(5)

qtk =


1 + log(qtftk)

1 + log(avqtf)
log

N

ntk

if qtftk > 0

0 otherwise

(6)

Here, tk(1 ≤ k ≤ m) represents a k-th index term (word),
and m is a size of index terms. tfi,tk represents a term fre-
quency of tk in a document Di. avtf represents an average of
the number of the terms in each document. pivot represents
an average of the number of unique term in each document.
utfi represents the number of unique terms in Di. slope
represents an interpolation coefficient (0.2).

qtftk represents a term frequency of tk in Q. avqtf repre-
sents the average of the number of terms in Q. N represents
the total number of documents to be retrieved. ntk repre-
sents the number of documents in which term tk is included.

In this work, the Generic Engine for Transposable Associ-
ation (GETA)[13] is used for constructing VSM-based SCR
systems.

3. SUBMITTED SCR SYSTEMS

3.1 Lecture Retrieval Systems
First, the results for lecture retrieval task are described.

In a lecture retrieval task, search target is an each lecture
(total 2702). Each lecture transcription (ASR results) is re-
garded as a document and VSM-based SCR system is con-
structed.

Denoting original query as Q, expanded query by PRF
from lecture unit as Qe(lec), expanded query by PRF from
30 unit as Qe(30), expanded query by PRF from 15 unit
as Qe(15), and expanded query by PRF from 10 unit as
Qe(10), we constructed nine SCR systems as follows. Here,
D is lecture unit (document) to be retrieved.

1. SCR uses both SIM(Q,D) and SIM(Qe(10), D)

2. SCR uses both SIM(Q,D) and SIM(Qe(15), D)

3. SCR uses both SIM(Q,D) and SIM(Qe(30), D)

4. SCR uses both SIM(Q,D) and SIM(Qe(lec), D)

5. SCR uses only SIM(Qe(10), D)

6. SCR uses only SIM(Qe(15), D)

7. SCR uses only SIM(Qe(30), D)

8. SCR uses only SIM(Qe(lec), D)

9. SCR uses only SIM(Q,D): baseline

In this work, all parameters (number of pseudo relevant
documents/words, the weight for additional words on PRF
β in eq.(2), and combination weight λ in eq.(3) ) were esti-
mated so that higher 11ptAP was achieved at the NTCIR-9
SpokenDoc dry&formal-run task. We regard the set of the
pseudo documents as a query, and based on the equation
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(6), words which have higher qtk are selected for additional
words qa.
For constructing indices, we used “REF-MATCHED” tran-

scription which is given by NTCIR-10 organizers.

3.2 Results
For each query, we tried to retrieve 1000 documents. The

results are listed in Figure 5. Mean average precision (MAP)
of the baseline system (system 9) is 0.364.
Conventional PRF (system 8), which first retrieves lec-

tures and extracts additional words from them, significantly
degraded IR performance. Propopsed PRF (system 5 to
7), which first retrives 10/15/30-utterance-based document
units and extracts additional words, achieved comparable
performance with baseline system. Combination of base-
line IR results and PRF IR results (system 1 to system 4)
worked well and improved IR performance. Especially, when
we used an index which consists of 10-utterance-based unit
for extracting additional words (system 1), we achieved the
highest MAP 0.378. Averaged precisions for each query of
system 1 and 9 are also shown in Figure 5.

3.3 Passage Retrieval Systems
Next, the results for passage retrieval task are described.

In a passage retrieval task, search target is a short part
(utterance sequences of arbitrary length) in lectures. Al-
though participants are requested to detect start and end
points of such parts, determining such arbitrary length pas-
sages is time consuming. Here, we used a uniformly auto-
matically segmented unit as a passage unit instead of such
arbitrary length unit. Actually, as shown in Figure 2, we
just divided oral presentation speech from its beginning into
several segments which consist of 15/10 sequential utter-
ances, which is introduced in the Japanese SCR test collec-
tion [14]. We regarded each 15/10 sequential utterance as
a passage/document, and VSM-based SCR system is con-
structed.
Denoting original query as Q, expanded query by PRF

from 15 unit as Qe(15), and expanded query by PRF from
10 unit as Qe(10), we constructed five SCR systems searches
15 sequential utterance unit and three SCR systems searches
10 sequential utterance unit as follows. Here, D(15) and
D(10) is 15/10 sequential utterance unit (document) to be
retrieved.

1. SCR uses both SIM(Q,D(15)) and SIM(Qe(10), D(15))

2. SCR uses both SIM(Q,D(15)) and SIM(Qe(15), D(15))

3. SCR uses only SIM(Qe(10), D(15))

4. SCR uses only SIM(Qe(15), D(15))

5. SCR uses only SIM(Q,D(15))

6. SCR uses both SIM(Q,D(10)) and SIM(Qe(10), D(10))

7. SCR uses only SIM(Qe(10), D(10))

8. SCR uses only SIM(Q,D(10))

Also, all parameters were estimated so that higher 11ptAP
was achieved at the NTCIR-9 SpokenDoc dry&formal-run
task. We regard the set of the pseudo documents as a query,
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Figure 5: SCR performance for lecture retrieval task
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and based on the equation (6), words which have higher qtk
are selected for additional words qa.
For constructing indices, we used “REF-MATCHED” tran-

scription which is given by NTCIR-10 organizers.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 15-utterance-based Passage Retrieval
Above described 15-utterance-based unit is regarded as

a document, and for each query, we tried to retrieve 1000
documents.
The results are listed in Figure 6 system 1 to system 5.

uMAP, pwMAP, and fMAP of baseline system (system 5)
are 0.100, 0.074, and 0.069, respectively. Our system always
try to output 1000 of 15-sequential-utterances (total max
15000 utterances), therefore, it is difficult to achieve higher
uMAP and fMAP. In our system, retrieved document is a
uniformly divided segment, and we did not consider that the
center of each segment is relevant to the query. Therefore,
it is difficult to achieve higher pwMAP.
Conventional PRF (system 4), which first retrieves 15-

utterance-based document and extracts additional words and
propopsed PRF (system 3), which first retrives 10-utterance-
based document and extracts additional words, achieved
slightly higher or comparable performance with baseline sys-
tem (system 5). As same as the lecture retrieval results,
combination of baseline IR results and PRF IR results (sys-
tem 1 and 2) worked well and improved IR performance.
Especially, when we used an index which consists of 10-
utterance-based unit for extracting addiional words (system
1), we achieved the highest uMAP, pwMAP, and fMAP.

3.4.2 10-utterance-based Passage Retrieval
Next, 10-utterance-based unit is regarded as a document,

and for each query, we tried to retrieve 1000 documents.
The results are listed in Figure 6 system 6 to system 8.

uMAP, pwMAP, and fMAP of baseline system (system 8)
are 0.097, 0.096, and 0.074, respectively. Our system always
try to output 1000 of 10-sequential-utterances (total max
10000 utterances), performances of system 8 (baseline) are
almost the same with system 5 (15-utterance baseline),
PRF (system 7), which first retrieves 10-utterance-based

document and extracts additional words achieved slightly
higher or comparable performances than/with baseline sys-
tem (system 8). Also, combination of baseline IR results
and PRF IR results (system 6) worked well, and IR perfor-
mances are improved.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We participated in NTCIR-10 Spoken Documents (“Spo-

kenDoc”) task as a team “RYSDT”. In this paper, our SCR
systems, which are participated in NTCIR-10 SpokenDoc
SCR subtask, were described. Vector space model (VSM)
based SCR systems with pseudo relevance feedback (PRF)
are evaluated. It is effective preparing a special index to
retrieve pseudo relevant document from which additional
words are extracted, especially for lecture retrieval task (longer
document retrieval task).
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